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: Course Name .l
The crimes of the Baath regime in Iraq

: Course Code .\

: Semester / Year .r
second year/ First semester

: Date this description was prepared t

02lt 12024
: Available forms of attendance

My presence only
:Number of study hours (total)/number of units (total) .1

.hours per class 30
.hours of theory per week \

Name of the course administrator (if more than one name is .v
(mentioned

Fatima Jassim Mohammed .Name: M.D
Fatima. iasem@uobasra h.edu.iq : Email

Course objectives . A

lntroducing the organized crimes committed . l

by the defunct Baathist regime against lraqi

.citizens

lncreasing students' awareness and .y

educating them on how to care about human

rights in general and the lraqi citizen in

.particular

A person's awareness of his most important .r
rights and freedoms thal were taken away by

. the ruling regime at that time

Course objectives

Teaching and learning strategies

.Brainstorming, group discussion, and presentations The skategy

,c
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Introduction. . The .\

concept of crime and

its di\risions in detail

We shed ligLt oa the .,1

types of cnmes aad know

what tley ue and Low

decisions were issued by

the Crimhal Coun

against the accused 1n

. detail

A statement - f
conffrming the

existence of the 9?es

of crimes committed

by the former regime

against citizens, the

most dangerous of

which are

psychological crimes

Emphasis on -t
frghting the former

regime against the

various religions ir!

.1."q

Educating - o

students about

The concept of crimes and

their types

The crimes ofthe Baath

regime according to the

documentation of the Law of

the Supreme Iraqi Criminal

Courtinl"o

T;rpes of international crimes

Decisions issued by the

Supreme Criminal Court

Psychological crimes

Mechanisms of psychological

crimes

Psychological effects of

crimes

The position of the Baathist

. regime on religion

Violations of Iragi )aws

Pictures of human rights

and crimes of power

Lectures, group

discussions and

.Presentations

Quizzes, monthly

exams, reports and

.6nal exams

Course structure .1.

Evaluation

method

Learning

method

Name of the unit or

topic

Required learning

outcomes

hours the

week



Some decisions regarding

politicd and mtlitary

ations ofthe Baath regime

and detention places of

the Baath regime

Environmental crimes of the

.Baath regime in lraq

Military and radioactive

contamination and mine

.explosions

Destruction of cities and

(scorched earth policy)

.Drying the marshes

ng palm groves, trees and

croPs

.Mass grave crimes

The cemeteries of the

genocide committed by the

.Baathist regime in Iraq

humanitarian

violations and who is

responsible for

. protectinS them

Developing -1

students' skills and

knowledge in

understanding the

nature ofthe decisions

issued against

politicians And the

soldiers who do not

belong to the Baath

Party and their places

of record

Illustration of -Y

crimes For students ,

how the defunct

regime followed a

brutal policy that

affected stones and

humans alike, against

everyone who violated

its obsolete and unjust

.laws

Clarification of -A

crimes For students ,

how the defirnct
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regime followed a

brutal policy that

affected stones and

humans alike, against

everyone who violated

its obsolete and unjust

.laws

Forstudentsto.l

understand what the

sttrdv means With

. mass crimes

For students to .\ '
understand what the

study means The

graves ofgenocide and

how it was practiced

by the Baathist regime

against innocent lraqi

.citizens

To understand ,\ \

and clarifr when the

former regime began

committing mass

crimes 6om the events

that occurred against

.Iraqis since \111

To und€rstaod \l
and clari! when the

former regime began

committinS mass

arimes from the events

ronologtcal classification of

graves in Iraq for the

.AD period \11r-Y ' 'f

nological classification of

graves in Iraq for the

..AD period \11r-Y. .r

ronological classification of

graves in Iraq for the

..AD period \ 1]r'Y . .r

Tests

Tests

lr
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that occurred against

.lraqis since \111

To understand .\l
and clarif when the

former regime began

committing mass

crimes from the events

that occurred against

. Iraqis since \11Y

Evaluating students'

understanding ofthe

crimes of the Baath

.regime

Evaluating students'

understanding of the

material

The crimes of the

Baath regime

:Distribute the score out of I . . into
degrees: for the tasks assigned to the student, such as daily tests , monthly exams, and ' r -\

.reports
.marks: for the final exam , v -\

Crimes of the Baath regime in Iraq,
Ministry of Global Education and

Scientific ftssg61sh, \ . \r

Required textbooks (methodology, if any)

Crimes of the Baath regime in Iraq,
Ministry of Global Education and

Scientific fte5s61sh, \ ' \Y

Main references (sources)

nothing Recommended supporting books and

references (scientific journals, reports....)

nothing
Electronic references, lnternet sites

\!

Course evaluation .l I

Learning and teaching resources .I Y
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